Senator Diamond, Representative McLean and distinguished members of the Joint Standing Committee on Transportation, my name is Adam Crepeau and I serve as a policy analyst at The Maine Heritage Policy Center. Thank you for the opportunity to testify in opposition to LD 1157.

This bill accomplishes little for Maine citizens. The attempt to decrease the gasoline tax in the colder months and increase it in the warmer months is a gimmick that still introduces an overall increase in the gasoline tax. This tax is already 30 cents per gallon in the state of Maine, ranking 24th highest among all states. Introducing a net increase would make Maine less competitive with other states. New Hampshire, a state without an income tax or sales tax, ranks 35th on the same list. Even Massachusetts, often referred to as “taxachusetts”, has a more favorable ranking.

Mainers have the 16th longest daily commute in the nation, averaging 43.7 miles. Also, more than 75 percent (483,317) of all Mainers over the age of 16 commute to work alone by car, truck or van. While all of these individuals would be affected by this increase, it would hurt Maine’s working poor the most. People who make less than $25,000 annually incontrovertibly spend a larger proportion of their income on gas and fuel than people who make $100,000 or more. Therefore, any increases to fuel taxes are regressive and hurt low-income Mainers.

Any increase in the gas tax would likely increase the price of consumer goods. In fact, research illustrates that increases to fuel taxes are immediately realized in retail prices. Thus, Mainers would not only be hit by an increase in the gasoline tax at the gas pump, but it would be reflected in the items they purchase.

Lastly, an increase in the gas tax sends the wrong message to taxpayers in the State of Maine. Proposals in this legislative session are figuratively telling Mainers to find another place to live if they do not enjoy paying high taxes. Some examples include: a local-option sales tax, a carbon tax and an increase in the diesel tax. Mainers should not be subject to exorbitant tax rates, especially when our closest neighbor is enjoying the benefits of relatively low tax rates.
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Since Mainers already pay a high tax for gasoline and are subject to egregious tax rates altogether, The Maine Heritage Policy Center urges the committee to vote, “Ought Not to Pass” on this bill. Thank you.